
TRANSPORT

Temperature-Controlled Transport

BOOK NOW

 0208 561 3200  

Sophia Transport is a temperature-
controlled haulier that provides
businesses who serve or are linked with
the perishable sector in the UK. 

ABOUT
US

Sophia provides transportation for
fruits, vegetables, flowers and
food items by road, air and sea.
This service is integrated with our
warehouse and distribution service
allowing a fast, efficient and
quality service.

ops@sophiauk.com DC2 Prologis, Vinyl Place, Hayes UB3 1DA
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Our management have over 30+
years experience collecting and
delivering air cargo from around
the world. We currently collect
daily from Heathrow, Stansted and
Gatwick airports as well as East
Midlands Airport collecting time
sensitive cargo on your behalf.

OUR
SERVICES

Air Freight

Dedicated Transport

Our dedicated service allows us to
ensure the assignments are
completed nationally taking into
account any delays. We deliver
nationwide and are trusted for
known packers and growers in the
United Kingdom.

London Wholesale Markets

We are a trusted transporter with
extensive experience in the deliveries
of fresh produce for businesses who
supply the London Wholesale
Markets. We run a daily service to
New Spitalfields Market, Western
International Market and New Covent
Garden Market. These can be booked
under a groupage service or a
dedicated vehicle. We collect locally
so whoever handles your distribution
- know that your delivery is in safe
hands with Sophia.

Freight Forwarding
Internal freight forwarding service is
available to compliment our logistics
services. Clearing goods through
Customs allows better planning,
allowing your produce to reach its final
destination faster and efficiently at
the correct temperatures.

Storage & Distribution

Our new facility which is dedicated
solely for fresh produce is now
operational. We can create orders for
collections and deliveries whilst
storing stock or arranging a cross
docking service.



Based near Heathrow, Sophia
Transport has excellent transport
links with the M4 and M25
Motorway near by. With excellent
links in and around London.

Our new facility is 6000 sqf solely
dedicated to perishable cargo.
Breakdown of cargo, order
making, re-packing and cross
docking all within our own facility.

This new facility is specifically
designed to cater for temperature
controlled perishables.

PERISHABLE
FACIL ITY Custom Clearance

Air Freight Collection
Distribution
Delivery + Collections of distributed
produce
Temperature Analysis
Dedicated Deliveries
Cross Docking

Speak to us on any of the services below:



Our vehicles are are all temperature
controlled and are fitted with roller-
bed equipment to transport with
ease PMC units and AKE units. These
units are then transported for
breakdown and distribution.

OUR
FLEET

Vehicles are fitted with live
temperature tracking systems, with
live feeds. Allowing you to know the
exact temperature of your goods while
in transit, storage and distribution. All
vehicles are GPS tracked as standard.

Sometimes it happens, things can
go wrong. Have peace of mind that
we have got you covered. Our
Goods in Transit cover protects
you against any errors arising.

Different loads, different sized
vehicles - rest assured we will send
your cargo with the most cost
effective vehicle - operating vans,
rigids and trailers.

Sea Container

Air Cargo Trailers fitted with
roller-bed system for import
and export
By Road across the United
Kingdom

Transport Solutions For Perishable
Cargo:

Felixstowe, Southampton and 
 London Gateway

Integrated IT systems to allow easy
POD synchronising and
communication between our front
line team and the office monitoring
assignments.
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VIS IT
US

Come and visit us at our facility,
email ops@sophiauk.com

Arrange to meet our friendly
professional team and enjoy a
coffee.

Our Address is
Sophia Transport Ltd
DC2 Prologis
Vinyl Place, Dawley Road
Hayes
UB3 1DA

Read more about us online, visit our
home page www.sophiauk.com
where you can get a quick quote,
check the latest news and
upcoming events within our
organisation.

IN PERSON

ONLINE

www.linkedin.com/com
pany/sophia-transport-
ltd

@sophia.transport

@sophia.transport

Kill some time on your journey and
visit our social media pages and
get a visualisation of some of our
services in action. 

020 856 13200

DC2 Prologis, Vinyl
Place, Hayes UB3 1DA

ops@sophiauk.com


